Loop Country Partnerships Lead

Please share this widely.

Loop is the independent platform that enables recipients of humanitarian and development aid to give feedback, freely, safely and in their own language.

Now we need an experienced operational manager to become our Country Partnerships Lead. You’ll need bucket loads of initiative and ambition, matched with humility, to support the national Charitable Franchises who own Loop in each country. We need your help to grow the initiative more deeply and broadly and to link it to the larger systems.

- Do you want to work from home with flexible hours?
- Do you want a meaningful job that is contributing to a new more equitable power sharing system?
- Do you have high level skills and experience, across multiple countries in delivery of Accountability through Feedback and Complaints systems, Monitoring and Evaluation or Sexual Exploitation and Abuse?
- Do you have experience working within open organisations, networking and building global communities?
- Do you thrive on change and adaptations to achieve impact?

Then read on!

The idea of a collective, open and safe accountability mechanism being used to contribute to increasing the impact of Humanitarian and Development activities is gaining traction all the time. Local organisations in different countries are seizing the opportunity and seeking to integrate Loop across their programs and
activities.

In the role of **Country Partnerships Lead** you will support host organisations, the Loop moderators and the global Sensitive Case Managers to:

1) Deliver safe, accessible and quality moderation of the platform for both open and sensitive stories and referrals;

2) Look for meaningful partnerships for Loop to evolve and improve including with minority groups, research, SEAH, GBV, electronic cash, and more;

3) Help to evolve and improve the platform as a service that offers value to affected populations.

People from the majority world or minority groups will be prioritised in the recruitment process and this role can be delivered from almost anywhere with good internet skills. Additional language skills are advantageous.

Find more information [here](#). Apply by emailing alex@talktoloop.org with your CV and a cover letter.

We will be interviewing on an ongoing basis, so apply now!